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Biomechanical characteristics of stepping in older Tai Chi practitioners
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A B S T R A C T

This study compared the biomechanical characteristics of stepping in 10 older (aged 55+ years) Tai Chi

(TC) practitioners and 10 age-matched non-TC (NTC) controls. Subjects were asked to take a step on an

auditory cue as fast as possible, in the forward and backward directions, and with and without mental

distractions, respectively. Stepping characteristics included step initiation time, preparation time for

foot off, foot contact time, and step length and width. The results showed that both groups had similar

step initiation time, step length and forward step width (p > 0.466). Although mental distraction

significantly delayed step initiation time and foot contact time, and shortened step length in both groups

(p < 0.003), TC practitioners had significantly shorter preparation and foot contact time, and wider

backward step width than controls regardless of mental distraction (p < 0.024). These group differences

are in favor of TC practitioners in situations of postural recovery from potential falls, even with mental

distractions, and may explain the positive effect of TC practice on fall reduction in older adults.

� 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The growing body of scientific studies on Tai Chi (TC), a
traditional Chinese martial art, has shown that long-term practice
of TC by older adults can lead to significant reduction in accidental
falls [1]. As the older adult population increases rapidly and fall
incidents increase with advancing age, TC has gained popularity
among older adults as a therapeutic exercise to improve postural
balance and prevent falls.

The mechanism by which TC prevents falls is still unclear. Most
falls occur during ambulation [2] and involve taking one or
multiple steps in the falling direction prior to the fall occurrence
[3,4]. These pre-fall steps, called protective voluntary stepping, are
critical for determining whether a person is going to recover from
an impending fall. A faster stepping response to a trigger such as a
trip or slip allows people to catch the falling body sooner than a
slower stepping response and is shown to be associated with
forward trip fall frequencies in older adults [5]. A longer and/or
wider step in the falling direction provides a wider base of support
and has also shown to be a significant predictor of frequent falls [6].
Moreover, studies comparing the protective stepping character-
istics of older adults and young adults have found significantly
more frequent steps and significantly shorter and earlier steps in
the older population [3,7,8].

Since TC practice can effectively reduce fall incidents in older
adults and protective voluntary stepping is associated with falls, it
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is logical to postulate that TC practitioners may step faster and
better than their counterparts. To date, there are limited studies
investigating the stepping characteristics of TC practitioners.
Nnodim et al. compared the effect of a 10-week TC intervention
to that of a dynamic balance and stepping exercise in older adults
[9]. The authors only reported the relative changes in stepping
between the two interventions. Hass et al. investigated the center
of pressure (COP) trajectory changes of gait initiation in older
adults after 48 weeks of TC practice [10]. The authors reported an
increased posterior displacement of the COP in preparation for foot
off post training, which may lead to a larger forward momentum
and a potentially faster step. In addition, a few other studies have
reported a positive TC training effect in recovery kinematics from a
slip during walking [11], and in rhythmic forward–backward
weight-shift [12]. All these studies support that TC practice may
lead to changes in stepping characteristics that are critical for fall
prevention.

Moreover, studies show that people are at a higher risk of falls
when they are multitasking or being mentally distracted [13]. Yet,
few studies have investigated the biomechanical characteristics of
stepping under mental distractions. One study by Melzer and
Oddsson compared the temporal characteristics of step initiation
with and without distractions and found that older adults had a
substantial increase in the initiation phase with distraction
compared to the young [14]. However, there is growing body of
studies reporting positive outcomes of mind/body exercises on
motor function and performance [15], and on standing balance in
older adults [16]. Since TC practice involves the mind and the body,
it is likely that TC practitioners are less affected by mental
distractions when taking a step.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.gaitpost.2012.03.029
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The purpose of this study was to investigate and compare the
biomechanical characteristics of forward and backward stepping
in older TC practitioners and age-matched controls in response to
an auditory cue with and without mental distractions. It was
hypothesized that long-term TC practitioners would step better in
terms of timing and stability, either without or with mental
distractions.

2. Method

2.1. Subjects

The study included community-dwelling older adults aged 55 years and older.

They were all physically fit, functionally independent, and had no neural, muscular,

or cerebrovascular diseases likely to affect balance. They were excluded if they were

taking centrally active medications or alcohol regularly. The TC practitioners were

required to have practiced TC on a regular basis for more than two years, and the

controls had not practiced TC at all.

All subjects were voluntarily recruited in response to advertisements posted at

area information bulletin boards. Upon enrollment, subjects were asked to sign the

informed consent approved by the Institutional Review Board of the University of

Vermont.

2.2. Instrumentation and protocol

Two biomechanical force plates (Advanced Mechanical Technologies, Water-

town MA) were used. Subjects were asked to stand on one force plate with a

standardized foot position (i.e., heels 10 cm apart and toes 158 out), hands behind

the back, and eyes looking straight ahead. Subjects were given an auditory cue at

random times, and were asked to take a step as quickly as possible with their

dominant leg onto the second force plate. The step length and width were not

restricted. Subjects were asked to take a forward step first, and then a backward

step, three times each. The forward and backward stepping trials were repeated

later with a mental distraction. Specifically, prior to the auditory cue, subjects were

given a random number between 10 and 30 and asked to keep adding by seven.

They were instructed to say the numbers out loud while listening to the auditory

cue and then taking a step as quickly as possible. This instruction ensured that

subjects gave top priority to the stepping task and that the step timing reflected the

subjects’ best possible ability. Breaks were allowed between each test condition.

Signals from the force plates were collected by a personal computer with a sampling

frequency of 1000 Hz for 11 s starting 3 s prior to the auditory cue.

In addition, subjects’ demographic information was taken. Vibration perception

threshold (VPT) and tactile acuity threshold (TAT) were assessed at four different

sites (hallux, first and fifth metatarsophalangeal joints, and heel) under each foot

following the standard procedures described by Pham [17]. Plantar pressure

sensation plays a role in compensatory stepping [18] and could be affected by

regular TC practice [19].

2.3. Data processing and analysis

The following biomechanical characteristics of the stepping task were computed

from the force plate measures: temporal features including the step initiation time,

preparation time for foot off, and contact time of the stepping foot (see Fig. 1a); and

spatial features including step length and step width (see Fig. 1b). All computations

were done in Matlab�. Each variable was visually inspected during the computation

to ensure accuracy.
Table 1
Means and standard deviations of subject characteristics by groups.

Variables TC 

N (males) 10 (4) 

Age (year) 67 � 10 

Body height (cm) 169 � 11 

Body weight (kg) 73 � 16 

TC practice (year) 18 � 14 

NTC exercisea (day/week) 3.6 � 1.9 

Type of NTC exercise Walk, bik

Tactile acuity threshold (range: 1.65–6.65, 20 intervals) Hallux 3.9 � .6 

First MTP 4.4 � .7 

Fifth MTP 4.0 � .5 

Heel 4.4 � .5 

Vibration perception threshold (range: 0–50 V) Hallux 15.4 � 11.

First MTP 12.6 � 6.4

Fifth MTP 10.9 � 7.5

Heel 12.7 � 10.

a Lasting 30 min or longer each time.
The procedures for computing the temporal features were similar to those

reported by Melzer and Oddsson [14]. Specifically, the step initiation time was

determined as the time when the medial–lateral (ML) foot COP was 10% of the peak

shift towards the stepping foot after the auditory cue. The preparation time for foot

off was defined as the time from step initiation to foot off which was when the

vertical ground reaction force (GRF) of the stance foot was at its downward

maximum. Lastly, the foot contact time was determined as the time when the

vertical GRF of the step foot was at 10% of the downward maximum.

The step length and width were determined from the anterior–posterior (AP) and

ML COP of both stance foot and step foot at the time when the vertical GRF of both

feet was equal (or foot loading time, see Fig. 1a). Step length (or width) was the

distance between the stance foot AP (or ML) COP and the step foot AP (or ML) COP at

foot loading. Both step length and step width were normalized by subject’s height.

The primary analysis involved the repeated measures multivariate analysis of

variance (MANOVA) with group (TC and non-TC (NTC)) as the between subject

variable and mental distraction (no mental distraction (nMD) and mental

distraction (MD)) and step direction (forward and backward) as the within subject

variables. If significant interactions were found with group, separate repeated

measures ANOVA was done for each direction with group as the between subject

variable and mental distraction as the within subject variable. Again, if significant

group � distraction was found, two-tailed student t-test was done to compare

differences between groups or between mental distraction conditions. In addition,

subject characteristics and within-subject variation in step length and width

(defined as the standard deviation of the three trials of each subject relative to their

mean value) were compared between groups using student t-test. Pearson

correlation coefficient (cc) was computed to examine the trial effect of step length

and width. A significant difference was set at a p-value of 0.05 for all analyses. All

analyses were conducted using SPSS (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL).

3. Results

3.1. Subject information

A total of 20 subjects (six males) participated in the study, with
a mean age of 67 � 10 years. There was no significant group
difference in all subject’s characteristics (see Table 1) except for TC
practice experience. TC practitioners had practiced TC for an average
of 18 years, with a range from 2 to 38 years. The frequency of TC
practice ranged from three to seven days/week, a minimum of 1 h
each time. The most common form of TC was the long-form Yang
style. Also, subjects in both groups participated in other forms of
physical exercise, mostly in the form of walking, and weight training.
The frequency of other exercises was marginally higher in NTC group
than in TC group (p = 0.069). In addition, all subjects had no self-
reported fear of falling or lower extremity weakness.

3.2. Temporal characteristics of stepping

3.2.1. Step initiation time

There were no significant group � distraction or group �
direction interactions (F < 0.066, p > 0.801), and no significant
main effect for direction (F = 1.7780.066, p = 0.205) or group
NTC p-value

10 (2)

67 � 12 0.924

163 � 3 0.144

68 � 7 0.362

0 0.003

5.6 � 2.7 0.069

e, weight, yoga, pilate Walk, weight, dance, swim, body combat

4.1 � .3 0.427

4.6 � 1.2 0.716

4.3 � .2 0.097

4.4 � .1 0.883

7 9.1 � 1.8 0.147

 8.9 � 3.7 0.178

 7.1 � 2.7 0.175

5 8.4 � 3.3 0.258
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(F = 0.111, p = 0.745). However, there was a significant main effect
for distraction (F = 74.074, p < 0.001). Both groups showed a
significantly longer step initiation time with distraction than
without (see Fig. 2a).

3.2.2. Step preparation time

There were no significant group � distraction or group � dir-
direction interactions (F < 1.009, p > 0.334), and no significant
main effect for distraction (F = 0.019, p = 0.893) or direction
(F = 0.052, p = 0.823). However, there was a significant group
effect (F = 11.065, p = 0.005). Subjects in the NTC group had
significantly longer preparation time than those in the TC group for
both step directions, regardless of distraction (Fig. 2b).

3.2.3. Foot contact time

There were no significant group � distraction or group � dir-
direction interactions (F < 0.831, p > 0.379), and no significant
main effect for direction (F = 0.286, p = 0.602). However, there
were significant main effects for group (F = 7.784, p = 0.015) and
distraction (F = 13.600, p = 0.003). Subjects in both groups had
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significantly longer foot contact time with distraction than
without, and subjects in the NTC group had significantly longer
foot contact time than those in the TC group (Fig. 2c).

3.3. Spatial characteristics of stepping

3.3.1. Step length

There were no significant interactions between group, direction
or distraction (F < 0.362, p > 0.555) or main group effect (F = 0.323,
p = 0.577). However, a significant main effect was found for
direction (F = 61.216, p < 0.000) and distraction (F = 5.071,
p = 0.037), with a significantly shorter step length in backward
step than in forward step, and with distraction compared to
without (see Fig. 3a). Within-subject variation was not significant-
ly different between groups (6.2 � 3.4% TC vs. 6.6 � 3.3% NTC,
p = 0.666), and Pearson correlation showed no significant trial effect
(cc = 0.087, p = 0.248).

3.3.2. Step width

There were marginally significant interactions between group,
direction and distraction (F > 3.702, p < 0.070). Separate repeated
measures ANOVA for each direction indicated a significant group
effect (F = 30.332, p = 0.024) in backward stepping only, with a
significantly wider step in the TC group compared to the NTC group
(see Fig. 3b). Within-subject variation was not significantly
different between groups (25.4 � 15.9% TC vs. 28.9 � 21.3% NTC,
p = 0.517), and Pearson correlation showed no significant trial effect
(cc = 0.060, p = 0.422).

4. Discussion

This study is aimed at comparing the biomechanical character-
istics of forward and backward stepping in older TC practitioners
and age-matched controls with and without mental distractions.
Overall, the results show that mental distraction slows down the
step initiation and foot contact time, and decreases step length in
both TC and NTC practitioners. However, compared to NTC
practitioners, long-term TC practitioners have less preparation
time to lift up the stepping foot, are faster to land the stepping foot,
and have a wider backward step regardless of mental distractions.
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These group differences support our hypotheses that long-term TC
practitioners step better than their counterparts in terms of timing
and stability, even with mental distractions.

The faster stepping time in TC practitioners than their
counterparts is in agreement with the study by Voukelatos et al.
who reported a significant improvement in choice stepping
reaction time in older adults who received 16 weeks of TC training
as compared to baseline and controls [20]. We speculate that the
mechanism for the faster stepping time in TC practitioners is partly
due to the effect of TC practice on sensory-motor integration and
cortical plasticity. Numerous studies have shown that long-term
TC practice leads to better performance on sensory organization
tests than controls [12]. Also, Kerr et al. [21] have shown that long-
term TC practitioners have better tactile acuity in the fingers than
controls, although TC practice does not engage in direct tactile
stimulation in the hands. These studies provide evidence that TC
practice may lead to cortical plasticity that enhances sensory
acuity and central processing, which is shown to be associated
with the timing of anticipatory postural adjustment [22].

In addition, our findings further indicate that the faster stepping
time in TC practitioners is primarily due to the shorter preparation
time to lift the stepping leg. Rogers et al. found that the step
preparation time can be improved in older adults following a step
training [23]. Since TC exercise involves frequent stepping in
multiple directions, it is likely that long-term TC practice has the
similar effect as the step training shown in the study by Rogers
et al. It should be pointed out that TC practice involves slow
stepping while the step training in Rogers et al. study involves fast
stepping. It is possible that these two different training paradigms
have different mechanisms in changing the step preparation time,
although the end result is similar.

A faster stepping time is biomechanically and functionally
important to reduce the likelihood of falling upon postural
perturbations. Pavol et al. found that the delayed support limb
loading of the protective stepping was significantly associated
with falls after being tripped during walking [13]. Medell and
Alexander also found a significant association between step time
and other measures of balance and fall risk [24]. The faster step
time in TC practitioners may be one of the contributing factors for
their reduced incidents of falls.

Similar to step time, step length and width are also important
factors for successful fall recovery. Our findings indicate that
subjects in both groups have similar step length despite the faster
stepping time in TC group. The similar step length is likely due to
the similarity in their body size. Moreover, we found significantly
wider backward steps in TC practitioners. This group difference is
particularly interesting and clinically important since backward
falls account for 25% of falls in older adults [25] and often lead to
wrist and hip fractures [26,27]. Medell and Alexander reported that
the mean step size of older adults at risk for falls is 30% smaller
than those not at risk for falls [24]. The group difference in
backward step width in our study is 47% and 30% with and without
distraction, respectively. These significant reductions may put NTC
practitioners at an increased risk for backward falls.

Mental distraction is common in daily activities, and has a
direct impact on postural stability and balance in older adults.
Shumway-Cook et al. found that the simultaneous performance of
an additional task increased the time taken to complete a
functional balance test, with the greatest effect in the older adults
with a history of falls [28]. Coppin et al. also found a significant
reduction in gait speed among older adults when being distracted
by another task [29]. Similarly, the findings in this study show that
both TC and NTC practitioners are affected by the presence of
mental distraction for their stepping performance. Nevertheless,
TC practitioners complete their step faster than their counterparts
under distraction. This is in contrast to the study by Melzer et al.
who found no difference in stepping time between older adults
with and without regular exercises under dual task conditions [30].
This difference is probably due to the fact that TC is a mind–body
exercise that has a potential to improve mental concentration and
processing capacity.

Although this study is a cross-sectional design, the subjects in
both groups are comparable in many ways other than TC practice.
They are all physically active and fit, and free of neuromuscular
disorders. They are similar in age, other demographic measures,
and peripheral somatosensory thresholds. These group similarities
further narrow the range of other confounding factors competing
for the explanation of the group differences.

5. Conclusions

This study compared the differences between older TC and NTC
practitioners in step initiation characteristics with and without
mental distraction. It was found that mental distraction signifi-
cantly delayed step times and shortened step length in both
groups. However, TC practitioners had a shorter preparation time
to lift the stepping foot, a shorter step foot contact time, and a
wider backward step width than NTC practitioners regardless of
mental distraction. These group differences are in favor of the TC
practitioners in situations of postural recovery from potential falls,
even with mental distractions, and may explain the positive effect
of TC practice on fall reduction in older adults.
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